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Dragon Trike

Dragon with retracts (factory built)
Dragon with retracts and fiberglass fairings (factory built)

DragonLite Trike
DragonLite (factory built)

PeaBee Trike
Factory Built
Kit Build

Options

Rear fairings for DragonLite
Rear Fairing for PeaBee
Binnacle and mud guard for DragonLite
Apco Mayday Parachute for Dragon
Apco Mayday Parachute for DragonLite
Wheel spats and fittings for DragonLite
Monopole fairing for all Dragons
Front wheel brake for all Dragons
Fuel sight gauge for all Dragons
Electric retracts for Dragon only
Trike cover for all Dragons
Moto Monitor (wifi senders, alti, vsi. rpm, cht, fuel level, speed, alti)
12 volt power supply (including capacitor)
Windscreen for DragonLite and FoxCub trikes
Wing Fold Kit for Dragon Fox
Trailer Transportation Kit for FoxCub
Electric Trimmer for all aircraft
Prop Brake for Polini Engines

Wings

Fox 16T
Fox 13T
Fox 13TL(topless)
Discus 14T and 15T
Combat 12T (topless)
ODL 6 (Technora) sail option
*Plus shipping charge to the UK

Motors

Including propeller and installation parts
CorsAir M25Y air cooled two stroke Walbro carb ES with Helix 130 prop (25hp)
CorsAir Black Bull air cooled two stroke Triton carb ES with Helix 1.40 prop (33hp)
Vitorazi Moster 185 silent air cooled two stroke ES with Helix 1.30 prop (25hp)
Polin Thor 250 water cooled two stroke Bing carb ES with Helix 150 prop (36hp)

Options

£4120.00
£5416.00
£3450.00
£3326.50
£2686.33

£420.00
£240.00
£520.00
545.00
£215.00
£35.00
£145.00
£45.00
£425.00
£235.00
£345.00
£50.00
£55.00
£296.35
£257.00
£310.00
£150.00

€3820.00 (Euros)
€3820.00 (Euros)
€4630.00 (Euros)
€4580.00 (Euros)
€6270.00 (Euros)
€507.00 (Euros)
€150.00 (Euros)

€2706.00 (Euros)
€3332.17 (Euros)
€2706.00 (Euros)
€4425.00 (Euros)

Moto Monitor /engine and flight instrument
£295.00
Polini Tacho / temp gauge
£165.00
All prices are excluding VAT and shipping. Prices are correct on 01 09 2018 and may vary depending on exchange rates.

FoxCub M25Y

Cors Air Black Devil 2 stroke engine,Fox 13TL wing ready to fly including registration letters and CAA fees
With fairing sets, wheel spats, disc brake, windscreen, 12v power supply, rpm, cht, hours

£11931.00 inc vat
£13484.40 inc vat

FoxCub 200

Polini Thor 200 2 stroke engine (29hp), Fox 13TL wing ready to fly including registration letters and CAA fees £13533.26 inc vat
With fairing sets, wheel spats, disc brake, windscreen, 12v power supply, rpm, cht, hours
£15086.40 inc vat

FoxCub 250

Polini Thor 250 2 stroke engine (36hp), Fox 13TL wing ready to fly including registration letters and CAA fees £14352.00 inc vat
With fairing sets, wheel spats, disc brake, windscreen, 12v power supply, rpm, cht, hours
£16101.60 inc vat
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